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 This book offers effective, proven-effective dialectical behavioral therapy (DBT) skills to assist
you understand and manage anger before it gets the better of you. But if you suffer from
chronic anger, it could throw your daily life out of balance and wreak havoc on human
relationships with family, friends, romantic partners, and work co-workers.Do you have a
problem with anger?Compiled by two world-renowned researchers in neuro-scientific
dialectical behavior therapy (DBT), The Dialectical Behavior Therapy Skills Workbook for
Anger provides evidence-based skills designed to help you understand, acknowledge, and
regulate chronic anger and various other intense emotions. Could it be hurting your human
relationships and keeping you back from living the life span you want? So, how can you obtain
your anger in order before it causes actual consequences?Anger is an all natural human
emotion, and everyone feels it all at some point within their lives. DBT is usually a powerful
and proven-effective treatment for regulating extreme emotions such as anger. With its
dialectical focus on acceptance and modify, its roots in fundamental behavioral and emotion
science, and its practical, easy-to-use skills, DBT provides a exclusive and effective approach
for understanding and handling anger.If you're ready to move forward from your anger once
and for all?and start living an improved life?this publication will show you how.
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Very helpful for anyone who has already completed the original . It is a small thinner
compared to the original book.. It really is perfect for anyone who's dealing with anger issues
Very good book This book has been very helpful.. Worth the money and effort to learn the
skills. Wonderful I've read this publication in a very short period of period and found it very
helpful. As someone just . Great book to have.. This is definitely a companion book. As
someone just starting my DBT trip I was puzzled by the brief and overly basic explanations.
Excellent workbook to utilize clients. I also found the workbook to be fairly triggering minus
the fundamentals abilities to wrangle those feelings. This book is meant to be used after
already walking a therapeutic route for enough time needed to move past the strength of the
emotions that include anger. Good book to have I already presented a few assignments from
this book in my Anger Administration group with Pt. Good book That is readable with really
good information...'s. Good for what its created for. I am a psychologist and I came across it
had useful information that I used with clients. I bought this as an adjunct to "Anger
Management for Dummies". But this publication says a lot of the same points. Also, it is
intended to go with one on one DBT along with group meetings.. Appears like a good book,
just not actually what I needed.that's all I have to say. My hope is that with an increase of
knowledge of the DBT fundamentals I could extract more from this workbook. I highly
recommend it! Customers can put into practice the exercises included. These exercises are
easy to follow and however very helpful. Five Stars Great publication to use for my clients.
VERY GOOD! So much good info in here! Learn to manage anger for yourself or help
somebody you love. This is definitely a companion book. It offers the reader a very clear idea
in what anger is definitely, it’s triggers & most importantly the most effective ways to deal with
it. Very helpful for anyone who has recently completed the original workbook and wants
specific help with anger. I love it. Highly recommend Wonderul.! Great! So, there's alot of
material in it that I'm not necessarily using.. Awesome book My relationship problems because
of my anger we're really poor this book helped sooooo much thank god because of this book
and its exercises Great Guide! Great!! Recommend. Awesome! Very Helpful! That is a fantastic
guide! It has practical exercises and explains everything clearly. It explains how and just why
really well!
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